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Garcilaso de la vega soneto xxiii meaning

The XXIII sonnet from Garcilaso de la Véga (both pink and lily) is one of the most important works of Spanish literature of the Golden Age. SONETO XXIII How pink and lily color is shown in your gesture, and that your gaze is fiery, honest, with a clear light of a carefree storm; and while the hair that is in the veins of gold was chosen, with
presto flight, beautiful white neck, enchiesto, the wind moves, spreads and disorders; Take from a fun spring sweet fruit before the angry weather covers the beautiful top with snow. Pink withers the icy wind, everything will move light age, for not moving according to its custom. Commentary on the poem One of the greatest poems
garcilaso de la Véga – sonnet twenty-three. Written in Naples between 1533 and 1536, this poem recreates classic themes such as Carpe diem de Horacio, patrarquista descriptio pullae or Collige, virgo, roses of the Roman poet Ausonia. → This poem is an obvious sonnet composed in the poems of endecasillalli and in the conscript
rhyme. The last verse, which has ten syllables, once had eleven because h was sucked in and had a sound similar to f that made sinalef impossible. Analysis by SONETO XXIII Theme Ausonia is perhaps the most collectible to the armies of the past two stanzas, where tips are available to deal with the time of a pleasant spring, which
meant youth, purity and beauty. Because of the Roman theme, the fleetingness of time and the importance of doing whatever is desired as soon as possible is connected, as otherwise it may not be possible. As pink and azucena warmly shown in your gesture These first two verses of the XXIII sonnet initiate puella description and
metaphorically mark the lady's challenge in absentia because she is not mentioned. Pink and lily (white); fiery and honest; Storm and serenity - the perfect balance between passion and purity, with which the lady is endowed, which, of course, always needs to be described virtuously. Merry Spring is a metaphor for young people, which
Spanish poets used as part of the local literary tradition. The author contrasts it in this case with angry and fleeting times and especially with snow (29) and icy wind (v. 12), which refer to old age or, in other words, the death of young people. Finally, the last terceto ends with a crescendo that begins in the third verse. Here he indirectly
talks about the heaviness of adulthood and thermial while the rose withers, as time always remains the same and has always transformed everything, and will always remain so. Meanwhile, pink and lily ena 11 A shows in your gesture, it is 11B and that your fiery, honest look, this 11B lights up the heart and restrains it; ena 11 A and while
the hair that's in the vein of ena 11 A gold has been chosen, with presto flying, it's 11B beautiful white neck, enhiesto, this 11B wind moves, spreads and upsets: ena 11 The code of your merry spring was 11 was c sweet fruit before the angry time 11D ado covers a beautiful summit of snow; umbre 11 E withers a pink icy wind. 11D finger
Everything will move light age 11 was C for not moving in your custom. Umbre 11 E LOCALIZATION Poem, which we are going to comment on, is the sonnet of XXIII poet and soldier Garcilaso de la Vega (1501-1536). It is a moralism belonging to the Spanish Renaissance lyrics. Garcilaso probably wrote it after 1532 as soon as he
arrived in Italy. Metric We encounter a sonnet whose structure is ABBA ABBA CDE DCE. It is a polystrophyal pom of Sicilian origin that was introduced in Spain in the fifteenth century (Mena, Santillana), but which acclimatises through Boscan and, above all, Garcilaso. This XXIII sonnet is really paradigmatic in this regard, as it shows the
absolute skill of scattering techniques. For example, you can observe the presence of most common endecals of heroic type (accented on the 6th and 2nd) Both pink and lily. TEXT CONTENT A poetic voice is addressed to a lady to advise her to take advantage of her youth before she becomes old (take her merry spring). In the first
section, which occupies two quartets, a poetic voice describes the lady following the theme of described puella and so begins with a description of her flushed cheeks (pinks and lilies), her eyes, which on the one hand are sexually attractive (burning gaze), and on the other – chaste and clean (honest), her extremely blond wavy hair (which
in the vein of gold was chosen) and her long, elegant neck (beautiful neck) , white, enhiesto). In the second part, which occupies the first terceto, a poetic voice encourages the lady to take advantage of her youth (use your merry spring...) before old age tees up with her beauty (before the angry time covers the snow...). In the third
chapter, which occupies the second tertseto, a poetic voice explains how time always acts, destroying beauty and youth quickly (everything will shift to a bright era) using another classic theme, tempus fugit. THEMES The main theme of the text is carpe diem, which is the use of youth. This theme evolved during the Renaissance, as it
showed an anthropocentrist ideology that put mortality at the center of human worries. Theme it is nature that appears to be compared to the lady's gifts. This is a beautiful and obscene nature (pink, azituchen, top, snow). This is because in the Renaissance nature is no longer a force hostile to humans, but people are beginning to
dominate it. Another important topic is the female hem, as it depicts a prototype of a Renaissance lady (Donna Angelicata), which is described in an idealized and hyperbolic way. (hairs such as gold, perks such as pink and lily, etc.) This is due to the idealization of women as a supreme creation and a bearer with the divinity of STYLE
RASGOS We will begin our analysis by pointing out the most important figure of the sonnet, without explanation of which the poem is incomprehensible. In this sense, it is important to use a metaphor that is to use a literary term to evoke the real term with which it resembles. Different parts of the lady's body are easily compared to
different natural elements as a way to edging her beauty (face, pink and lily; hair, gold and snow; head, top). It is also nature the real term used to compare other elements of allegory present in the poem (wind, time; age, flaring; pink, youthful). Hyperbole (or literary exaggeration) is also important in the poem, as it serves as an
exaggeration of the divine qualities of a lady (or donna angelikat), another characteristic feature of Italian lyrics, which, following non-platonic postulates, presents the lady as a means of achieving divine contemplation. Therefore, she is a perfect lady morally and bodily and therefore her golden hair in a vein of gold was chosen. Another
typical feature of the Renaissance is the imitation of Latin syntax. Consequently, the presence of hyperbaton (consisting of syntactic disorder) and so in the second quartet, in a sentence whose subject would be wind, however, appears at the end, when the natural order will be: The wind moves the hair. Also important is the antithesis,
which involves the contrast of opposing words. This word appears a lot because it is a digit used to sort text in a balanced way. Harmony, proportion and balance, the main elements of the Renaissance, can be seen in the red and white antithesia; burning/honesty; light/rebuttals that seek a balance between opposites and try to dispose of
in one person, angelicata donna, the carnal and spiritual features characteristic of it. Finally, the presence of allusion, which is a repetition of sounds in one verse, as we see in the presence of a phoneme, deserves attention. and T in and the third verse shows the color in your gesture,/ and that your look is fiery, honest. This rhythmic
regularity and volume are typical of Garcilaso. CONCLUSION This is an important poem by Garcilaso, who first develops the subject horacio del Carpe Diem in Spanish and which has since become one of the reference works for many later poets such as Góngora, Quevedo or the more modern Luis Alberto de Cuenca. Work on the
Golden Age sonnet A picture of rhetorical figures Both pink and Azoulene color is shown in your gesture, and that of your fiery, honest look, with a clear light of a carefree storm; and while the hair that is in the veins of gold was chosen, with presto flying through a beautiful white neck, enchiesto, the wind moves, spreads and upsets: take
from your merry spring sweet fruits before angry time covers the beautiful top with snow. Pink withers the icy wind, everything will move light age, without moving according to its custom.                                               Garcilaso de la Vega Historical Context The work we are going to analyze was written by Garcilaso de la Vega during the
Renaissance, one of the most important eras of Spanish literature alongside the Baroque. For this reason, this period was called the golden age (understood for centuries as a long period of time). The revival is a time of many changes during which Catholic monarchs ruled in Spain. They united with their marriage kingdom of Castile
(which was in the process of conquest of the colonies of America) and Aragon (Kingdom, which belonged to some territories of modern Italy). During this period, a new economic system will also be created, which today remains in force and which we call capitalism, under which the government no longer resides with the owner of the land,
and in which the money was kept. After the death of Catholic monarchs on the throne will enter Charles I, who would also inherit the German Empire. During his reign, Spain was open to all external influence, especially lightalian. During this period, within the texts, we will call it the First Renaissance, characterized by possession of a style
that is based on naturalness. The most representative author of this period is Garcilaso de la Vega, whose works will be mostly loving and in the style of which will abound in the musicality, harmony and softness characteristic of the Renaissance. After the reign of Charles I, Philip II ascended to the throne, with him Spain will close its
borders, and all external influence will be eliminated. This period is called the Second Renaissance, and in it the naturalness will be replaced by selection and new themes will appear, such as religious, patriotic and moral. Its most important authors were San Juan de la Cruz, Fry Luis de León and Santa Teresa de Jesús. The author of
this story Garcilaso de la Véga was born in 1501 in Toledo. He embodies a real Renaissance to bring: a man with a gun and letters. He enlisted in the service of Charles I, whose interests he defended in many battles. He married Elena de Z, but his true love was Isabelle Freire, in which many of his poems are inspired. Topic: Using youth
before it disappears through old age Summary: Poetic voice gives us the idyllic and perfect beauty of a loved one in his youth, warning that it must be used before old age comes and eliminates it. External structure: As for the external structure, we are aware of the Italian influence in Garcilaso de la Vega, as the author uses the sonnet to



create the poem we are analyzing. This composition consists of fourteen endectional verses (i.e. the main art) of poems divided into two quartets and two congeniant rhyming tercets (ABBA ABBA CDE CDE). Internal structure: The poem we analyze has three clear parts: the first, consisting of two quartets, conveys to us the beauty of a
lady in her youth. The second takes the first tterceto and in this part the poetic voice advises to take advantage of youth before old age comes. The third coincides with the second tterceto and in it we see how old age kills youth. One of the most important features of the Renaissance is the return to classical Greek-Latin culture. The poetic
voice uses classic themes such as carpe diem and collige, pink virgo, meaning take advantage of the moment and live the present. We see this reflected in the first throes of a poem advising that young people enjoy it. Garcilaso de la Vega style presents many Renaissance features that we see reflected in the poem, and among them
stands out musicality, elegance, simplicity and softness. To achieve this, a lot of adjectives and a rhetorical epithet figure are used. A few very achievable examples may be: white collar, sweet fruit, beautiful top. Other stylistic resources found in this sonnet are there is a metaphor, antithesis and parallelism, and as an example we find
these poems: Take from a merry spring (metaphor) With the clear light of a carefree storm (antithesis) Both pink and lily, and as hair, that of the vein (parallelism) We also understand that the author not only cares about forms , but also takes into account the expression of feelings towards the reader, what he learned from the Italian lyrics.
Finally I would like to say that a poetic voice describes the ideal of beauty that will be identified from his beloved and encourages us to live a youth, as old age comes very quickly. The subject covered by the author of the poem remains relevant, as we have all ever heard the typical phrase which quickly passes life. Garchilaso may be
classic, but not ancient. Old.
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